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Abstract  

Returning for our fourth year in the MATE competition, Halifax Nova Underwater Technologies 

is proud to present our newest ROV. B-94 is built with the ability of completing all of the tasks 

for the 2018 MATE ROV competition. 

B-94 has a purpose-built articulator that closes in the horizontal direction so that our claw can 

complete all the tasks from the most convenient angles. The claw uses a fully insulated hybrid 

drive and a customized worm-based gearbox to prevent accidental claw release.  

We have retained our 6-thruster design in a new streamlined configuration, housed in a 

completely re-engineered, 3D-printed frame. This year, our ROV is operated using an XBOX 

controller through the surface laptop which communicate with the onboard Raspberry PI 3, both 

running Windows 10. Our robot software is written in C# and .NET.  
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B-94’s frame is 3D printed entirely of Polylatic Acid (PLA). Its compact design gives a 425 

mm(w) x 241 mm(h) x 481. mm(l) 

(with articulators removed) ROV 

weighing only 9.35kg (without 

tether). We have also tested our 

ROV to 4m in a local pool.  

B-94 also has a laser for measuring 

the distance between itself and other 

objects, perfect for maritime 

archaeology, an auto-stabilization 

system which feeds back data to the 

software which stabilizes the robot, 

as well as a depth sensor to measure 

distances vertically.  

Major Product Features 
− Compact and Biodegradable Frame Design  

− Easy Underwater Identification  

− Easily Replaceable Frame and Components  

− Fully Electronics Core  

− Six-Axis Movement (3 translation and 3 rotation) with Eight Thrusters  

− High Strength Clip-on Thruster Safety Guards  

− High-infill Horizontal Claw   

− Laser Measurement and Depth Sensor  

− Custom-built Gearbox 

− Insulated Gear Box Motors  

− Windows App on Raspberry Pi 3 & Windows 10 Laptop  

− 3 BlueRobotics Low-Light Analogue Cameras with Analogue to Digital Converter  

− Network over the 5V Signal Line  

− Light and Safe Tether with 4 Conductors and Airline  

− Acoustic Released OBS  

− Neutrally Buoyant   

− Environmental Friendly (Bio-degradable frame and components)  

Theme Alignment 

Aircraft (Maritime Archaeology) 

B-94 excels in performing delicate, underwater tasks such as in marine archaeology, while also 

ensuring the safety of the nearby divers. The tether of B-94 has a nylon covering to prevent any 

snags that may lead to damaging the airline or the artifacts. Furthermore, B-94 has safety 

features for both its users and itself. We implemented 3D printed clip-on shrouds and finger 

guards for the gearbox and thrusters to ensure full enclosure around all spinning components. 

The compact frame design of B-94 means it can be efficiently navigated in any terrain, such as 

 

Picture of B-94 
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cramped sea caves, to retrieve important artifacts. Lastly, the entire frame of B-94 is constructed 

out of high-infill, bright yellow PLA so that it is easily identifiable underwater. 

Earthquakes (Safety Monitor) 

B-94 has an acoustic release OBS that can identify and monitor any signs that may lead to 

potential earthquakes. Once the OBS sinks to the ocean floor, the Raspberry Pi 3 in the main 

tube receive a stream of sounds from the robot and converts the signals to bytes which is then 

stored in an array. It then matches the byte array with the release signal and sends a pwm signal 

to the motor telling it to release the OBS. The same technique is used to locate earthquakes.  

Energy (Renewable Energy) 

The frame and majority of the components are printed entirely out of biodegradable PLA 

materials. By constructing B-94 out of biodegradable PLA, we ensured all the used or broken 

parts could be recycled, releasing no waste, and minimize the pollution to the environment.  

Product Pricing 
For the purpose of manufacturing our B-94, we have provided an estimated cost of how much it 

would take to re-create it from scratch based on how much we spent building the final product. 

Our estimated budget for this year’s ROV is $4,181.36 USD. As it turns out, the final cost to 

build the B-94 is $3,407.50 USD, including all re-used and brand-new component parts. Overall, 

our administrative team has successfully controlled the cost of B-94 well under our estimated 

budget. The excess budget will cover the upgrade cost of the manual OBS release to an acoustic 

OBS release and will be contributed to the international travel cost. 

A full breakdown of our estimated budget and total cost of our ROV can be found in the 

appendix, followed by sponsorship amounts, and estimated international travel cost.   

OBS System Integration Diagram 
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System Integration Diagram - ROV 

 

Pneumatic Fluid System Integration Diagram 
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Software Flowcharts 
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Network Diagram 
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Design Rationale 

Compact & Biodegradable Frame 

Our Goal 

Our biggest concern when constructing this year’s frame 

was keeping the design compact. Our goal was to construct 

a small enough ROV that is able to be packed inside of a 

carry-on luggage, allowing for easy transportation to 

regional and international competitions. Another goal was to design the frame to have more 

structural integrity since our ROV was severely damaged during transportation last year. Another 

goal was to make B-94 completely bio-degradable, something we were striving for when 

constructing our frame. 

Implementation Details 

To meet our goals, we designed the frame of B-94 using Fusion 360, a software that allows us 

more to design much more complex structures and shapes than TinkerCad, our 3D modeling 

software from previous years. Furthermore, the frame is printed entirely of bio-degradable PLA 

filaments. All structural components are printed with high in-fill options to ensure structural 

integrity and consistent buoyancy. This prevents water from entering the 3D printed components 

and affecting the neutral buoyancy of B-94 overtime. Lastly, our structural engineers went 

through various iterations of designs before finalizing with the strongest structural design. 

Results 

The 3D printed components (frame, thruster mounts, thruster guards, electronic tray, etc.) used in 

B-94 achieved our initial goal, which is to make our ROV environmental friendly. The end result 

of our frame is a compact ROV that is structurally stable to explore in any wreckage site. B-94 is 

able to float on its own without any buoyancy attached and is weighted down to achieve neutral 

buoyancy using diver weights.  

Easily Replaceable Frame and Components 

Our Goal 

We decided to continue to utilize our easy replaceable concept from the previous year and 

applied it to the frame and key components of B-94. The easily replaceable concept provides us 

with tremendous benefits, if parts happen to break during the 

competition, we can easily replace the broken parts in minutes.  

Options Considered 

We considered to continue using our twist-lock mechanism 

from the previous year and analyzed various materials from 

which to construct the frame, including metal, plastics, and 3D 

printed materials. We also re-analyzed various ways to 

modularize the frame and put the components together, such as 

glue and screws. 

Chosen Implementation 

This year we abandoned the twist-lock mechanism from 

previous year due to fragility. We chose the method of 

threaded inserts in select parts of the frame so that components 

surrounding the central tube can be taken apart without 

 

Render of robot model in Fusion 360 

 

Frame with threaded inserts 
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compromising the integrity. We separated the frame from wired-in components by creating 

articulator mounts and thruster mounts. This year we also built the entire ROV components' 

design in a single file making it easier to fit pieces together. We exported individual components 

as STL files for printing as needed in the team OneDrive.  

Challenges Encountered and Possible Alteration 

One major problem we had this year was having to reprint the same design numerous times 

because of the sometimes poor-print quality of the 3D printed components. Our 3D printers 

sometimes have the issue of shifting in the printing layers and small measurement errors also 

resulted in more reprints needed. A possible alteration to solve this problem is to invest in a 

better-quality 3D printer to print all of the final components as it is able to print more precisely in 

better quality. We could also calculate the design of our components with more precision 

carefully to prevent fitting issues caused by calculation errors.    

Waterproofed Main and Satellite Electronics Enclosures 

Our Goal 

Our goal is to have the main tube containing electronics, cameras, and laser to be fully 

waterproofed in order to ensure safety when in the water. 

Solution Chosen 

Based on the success we found last year, we continued to use Blue Robotics waterproof tubes. 

2”-diameter tubes were used for one of the three cameras, while a 6” tube for the primary 

electronics enclosure. Given our success with these 

Blue Robotics components, we didn’t see the need of 

considering other options as those waterproofed tubes 

are affordable and reliable. 

Compact Electronics Core 

Our Goal 

The majority of the size of B-94 came from our 

central tube in the frame which is 11.75” long. Our 

goal is to have a compact electronics core that fits in the 

tube and provides us with easy mounting of electronic 

components. 

Solutions Considered 

Last year we had a 7” long 4” diameter tube.  We 

considered a longer version of this as well as 6” and 8” 

tubes (that had become available from Blue Robotics). 

 

Inspiration - Blue Robotics Tray 

 

Model used for our electronics tray 
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Challenges & Chosen Solution  

We eventually decided to use a 6” diameter by 11.75” length 

tube so we can include all electronic components. We 3D 

printed a customized electronic tray using Fusion 360 that is 

then used to organize the electronic components. Within the 

electronics core, we continue to use the EthosLite network 

switch in order to connect to all network devices in a small 

space. This came with its own challenges because the small 

Pico Blade connectors were extremely difficult to attach.  

 

 

Six-Axis Movement with Eight Thrusters 

Our Goal 

Our goal is to establish a thruster arrangement that would 

provide us enough thruster powers to lift the engine props in 

the Energy task. 

Chosen Solution 

To increase the thruster powers, we decided to add two 

additional Blue Robotics T100 thrusters on each side of the 

x-axis of the frame to increase the thruster powers in order to 

better tackle the task in the theme of Energy.  

Challenges 

The main challenge was to figure out the optimal position 

and arrangement of our eight thrusters while maintaining 

both neutral vertical buoyancy and rotational neutrality. 

Implementation Details  

The thrusters are arranged along a single plane. Four of the eight thrusters are situated on each of 

the four corners of the frame at a 30° angle from the lateral axis. We did this so we can achieve 

movement forwards, backward, staffing left/right and yawing. The four other thrusters are 

vectored, allowing the ROV to move up and down and roll if necessary. 

Thruster Safety 

Our Goal 

A major concern when designing any component of an ROV 

is safety. This year, our goal is to utilize our 3D printers to 

customize a clip-on design thruster covers that prevent any 

objects from getting caught in the thrusters as well as to 

absorb potential impact. The thruster guards will additionally 

protect users from spinning blades hazard. 

Solution Considered 

Similar to last year, we used basic 3D modeling from Fusion 

360 to customize design perfect fitted thruster covers. 

 

6 axes of freedom – 3 translation & 

3 rotation 

 

Thruster guard covers in place 

 

EthosLite Switch 1.5” x 1.5” 
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Solution Chosen                              

Our new thruster covers replaced the heavier outer shell that originally came with the thrusters 

with much lighter clip-on thruster covers.  

Implementation Details 

Our thruster covers are a web-like circular design that can be attached to our thrusters with a 

simple clip-on mechanism. The Thruster shields are arch-shaped so that it wraps around the 

thruster to provide maximum protection. 

Flexible Claw 

Our Goal 

Our goal is to maintain the excellent grip from our claws from the previous year, but at the same 

time, a new claw design that is easier to assemble and less fragile.  

Solutions Considered 

We found the claws from the previous year to be very effective, yet fragile at the same time. So 

we decided to improve upon our claw design from the previous year.   

Chosen Solution Implementation 

Our claw is 3D printed out of high-infill PLA to ensure high 

structural strength. 

Results of Our Solution 

Our horizontal claw has proven to be just as effective as the 

previous year's two-fingers claw design in gripping props. The 

new claw design is much sturdier and is also easier to 

assemble.   

Laser Measurement 

Our Goal 

Our goal is to have a way to measure the distance from the ROV to the object in front of us.  

Solutions Considered 

For distance measuring devices, we looked at sonar solution, using a simple tape measure and 

light-based solution. 

Chosen Solution Implementation 

We have built a system which fires a single green dot laser beam (<1mw 532nm non-diverging) 

parallel to our camera’s line of sight.  Our software then measures the distance from the center of 

the screen to the green dot and with some calibration, we can determine the distance to the object 

the dot is on. We also have a clip-on laser cover for safety concern. 

Gear Box 

Our Goal 

From previous years' experience, we discovered that servos were not viable underwater. 

Therefore, we decided to want to use a gearbox with waterproofed motors instead. Our claw 

motion was complicated, however.  

Solutions Considered 

We considered solutions to last year’s gearbox and experiments with rotary and linear motion. 

 

New claw design 
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Challenges 

We wanted to consider to use the hybrid of a Blue Robotics thruster and a Blue Robotics motor, 

as well as needing to reduce their speed from a max of 4200rpm down to something suitable for 

moving a claw open and closed.  

Chosen Solution Implementation Details 

We chose a new gearbox that combined the worm gear from last year with a linear rack.  We also 

decided that only one half of the claw needs to move. The thruster-motor hybrid we use produces 

up to 4200rpm or 70rps, then through a 50:1 worm gear down to 1.4rps, then through (a 32 pitch) 

rack and pinion setup with 48T gear to an 11.55in rack with 118 (or 0.0978" per tooth) so 4.69 

inches per revolution. 1.4rps x 4.69 inches per revolution is 6.577 inches per second maximum 

speed. The thruster motor is scaled down to about 50% 

speed giving around 3.3" per second of claw open/close 

movement. The use of a worm gear means significant torque 

is required to drive the gear system backward from the claw. 

This means that once the claw grips something, it is unlikely 

to accidentally opening the claw and no further driving of 

gears is required to hold the item in place. Such further 

driving could pike electric current demand and risk blowing 

the fuse.  

The gearbox and cover (designed to let water in) are 3D 

printed with PLA. The open side of our gearbox has a safety guard of PLA. This properly shields 

our gears but also allows water so, we can properly lubricate the motors. 

Universal Windows App on Raspberry Pi 3 and Windows 10 laptop 

Our Goal 

Our goal this year is to keep the same control software we had from the previous year, but add 

depth sensor outputs for this year's task.  

Challenges 

The depth sensor read speed is different from the motion sensor read speed and we care about the 

motion sensor more than the depth sensor. 

Chosen Solution Implementation 

Like previous year, we used a Raspberry Pi 3 

microcomputer to host software from within our ROV. 

The Raspberry Pi 3 runs our C# app on windows 10 

IoT core which we downloaded onto the Raspberry Pi 

3. This makes it easy to deploy, run and debug the 

application remotely over the network cable from 

Visual Studios. We use a 16-channel PWM ‘hat’ on 

the PI to be able to control all of our motors and 

thrusters. 

On the laptop, we have a C# application.  Every 10ms, 

the software checks the XBOX controller and uses the 

state (along with the latest sensor data from the robot) 

to send output values to the robot – 1 byte per channel.  

 

Controller control scheme 

 

Gear box design 
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The robot converts these to PWM values for the electronic speed controllers (ESCs) for the 

motors (used to open/close and turn articulators) and thrusters, and for on/off values for the laser.  

The robot reads the sensors values continuously and sends those back to the laptop app.  We 

have one thread to read the motion sensor and another for the depth sensor.  They both put values 

in memory and signal another thread which picks up the values and sends them back to the 

laptop. 

Three Analog Cameras and Associated Hardware 

Our Goal 

We wanted our cameras to have full view of all our tools and surroundings, as well as reduce the 

need for pico blade connections in our robot 

Solutions Considered 

We previously used digital video feeds. This was better 

than the analog cameras that we had previously used, but 

there were many other problems. One of the main issues 

was that the camera feed was slow. Another issue that we 

had was the cameras were distorting the color of the 

surroundings. Using analog cameras and ADCs with the 

manufacturer’s software allowed us to limit these issues as 

the analog cameras are specifically made for underwater, 

there is no color change. 

Chosen Solution 

We have three Blue Robotics NTSC low light analog 

cameras attached to ROV in order to properly view both claws and the front of the ROV, and for 

laser measurement. To convert the analog signals to digital, we used VS8100-v2 analog to digital 

encoder from Vivotek. The delay on the cameras is around 2ms. 

Implementation Details 

Our cameras are NTSC based and have three wires; power, ground, and signal. The signal is sent 

to the ADC and converted into a digital signal. Then, we connect to it in our local network and 

show the video in our user interface. 

Network over Power 

Our Goal 

To get a lightweight tether. 

Solutions Considered 

Last year we got rid of our network cable and replaced it with just a 5V signal wire.  We didn’t 

consider other solutions since this is the lowest number of wires possible. 

Chosen Solution Implementation Details 

We decided to carry the network signal using the TENDA network over a 5V 24 AWG signal 

pair.  This means we still have just two power conductors and two signal conductors.  The 

devices can take ethernet RJ45 plugs going into them on each end.  The surface end goes into the 

control laptop and the robot end goes into the EthosLite switch.  This is still much lighter than 

having an 8-conductor network cable. 

 

12V Camera before wiring 
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Buffer Tube 
One of our most important features for proper testing is our buffer tube. While all of our 

electronics are contained within our main body tube, this smaller 2-inch tube serves a vital 

purpose.  

While constructing, we wish to continually test parts of our ROV; however, we will do this over 

much shorter lengths of wire, since our tether is one of the last features we will put together. We 

do not wish to seal small lengths of wire into our main tube, effectively waterproof and test 

everything, and then have to break those seals to secure our full-length tether (which then 

requires re-sealing, waterproofing, and testing all over again). To solve this problem, we have the 

buffer tube. Short wires are run out of the main tube into the buffer tube, where inside a 

connection is made to our main tether. This allowed us to effectively connect the small length of 

wire we are using for testing to our final tether. We would rather not make these connections lose 

in the water (requiring extensive waterproofing, and, even then, still with a risk of issues), and so 

instead we used a 2-inch tube.  We used this same technique last year to great effect, and so have 

continued its use this year.  

Light and Safe Tether 
To ensure the safety of the tether, the tether is constructed out of a robust yet flexible nylon 

cover. The nylon cover provides protection from any form of cutting or tear our ROV could 

encounter. Inside the tether, we used a 12-gauge zip wire for power, a 24-gauge zip wire for the 

network over power and a pneumatic tube to fill the lift bag with air. The other primary safety 

feature is how our tether connects to the frame of our ROV. To avoid any issue of strain on the 

tether, we ran the tether through a tight gland on the top of our frame before reaching the buffer 

tube. This design allowed our tether to only apply pressure to the secure PLA frame and not the 

more delicate tube connectors when being pulled. Our tether this year is 50 ft. long and is made 

slightly buoyant by the use of polyethylene foam every 16 inches. 

Specification & Task Testing 

Our Goal 

Based on experience in previous years, we wanted to make sure the B-94 

met the specified requirements and have the tools to complete all tasks 

during the 2018 MATE International ROV competition. 

Chosen Solution Implementation Details 

In addition to testing to competition depth (4m at the Canada Games 

Centre), sizing down to 48cm (with a card hoop we cut), weight (using 

scales) and control system testing, we also built and supplied all the 

props to this year’s regional competition. 

Results of Our Solution 

Our self-built props have increased our task completion rate and have 

helped us to build a safe and functional robot (nicely controllable) with a minimal size (less than 

48cm with items detached) and weight (9.35kg + tether, 2.1kg). 

 

OBS Design 
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Safety 
The following table is a record of the steps taken by Halifax Robotics staff to diminish, mitigate, 

or eliminate safety hazards, and to meet or exceed safety standards and requirements established 

by MATE. The criteria used to define these safety requirements is the 2017-2018 MATE On-Site 

Safety Checklist, and the 2017-2018 MATE Laser Safety Checklist. 

On-Site Safety Chart 
MATE-Defined Safety Requirement Method of Achievement 

2.1: All items attached to ROV secured By design, any items attached to ROV are 

bolted/screwed in place, held in place by snaps, or 

held under tension. No loose components. 

2.2: Hazardous items identified, protected Yellow-and-black hazard tape used to identify 

hazardous components, moving parts. PPE wore 

by the crew during all assembly and operation 

procedures. 

2.3: All ROV thrusters, propellers 

shrouded 

Blue Robotics T-100 thrusters shrouded by 

design; additional shrouding screens built into 

ROV design and secured over each propeller. 

2.4: No sharp edges present on ROV All sharp edges, protrusions, puncture hazards 

rounded off or removed. 

3.1: Single attachment point to a power 

source 

ROV tether connected via single Anderson plug 

within a secure surface enclosure. 

3.2: Anderson power plugs utilized Anderson plugs used for all direct electrical 

connections within the surface enclosure. 

3.3: 30A fuse within 30cm of the power 

source 

25A fuse within 30cm of the power supply. 

3.4: Surface station constructed in a 

workmanship-like manner, secure 

Surface enclosure contained within a single 

waterproofed box. Strain relief included. All 

wiring, components secured to enclosure 

container. All electrical components contained 

within the enclosure. 

3.5: Tether properly secured Tether is connected to a power source within the 

surface enclosure. Strain relief included.  

3.6: No exposed wiring All wiring is properly sheathed, shielded, and 

insulated from contact with water or personnel. 

3.7: 120v AC wiring separated from DC 

wiring 

AC-DC transformer included in surface assembly. 

3.8: Separated 120v AC and DC wiring 

identified 

Markers included in surface assembly to identify 

DC wiring and AC wiring. 

3.9: Surface station strain relief Abrasion and strain relief is included on all 

surface wiring. 

3.10: Connectors used in proper rated 

methods 

All connectors are used in their prescribed 

operating procedure and do not exceed their 

maximum voltage or amperage. 

4.1: Passed pneumatics/hydraulics test Fluid power quiz completed and passed 

4.2-4.14 N/A (pneumatics/hydraulics not used) 
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Laser Safety Checklist Chart 
MATE-Defined Safety Requirement Method of Achievement 

Laser Specification Sheet Laser spec sheet included on company spec sheet 

and technical report. 

1.2: Electrical schematics Laser SID and schematic information included 

on company spec sheet and technical report. 

1.3: Pre-approved laser Personal approval of MATE’s Matt Gardner. 

2.1: On-off switch at the surface station On-off switch and power disconnect included in 

surface controls. 

2.2: Powered by MATE power supply Laser power is drawn from the same power 

supply provided by MATE. No batteries or other 

generators are included on the ROV. 

2.3: No batteries included ROV does not include batteries or other methods 

of power generation. All power is drawn through 

the MATE-provided power supply. 

2.4: Laser within the visible wavelength 

range 

The laser is visibly green (~532nm). 

2.5: Class I, II, or IIIA category The laser used is of Class III-A type. 

2.6: Laser less than prescribed power 

use 

The laser used draws less power than MATE 

standard maximum of 1.5mW 

2.7: Explorer-class notification sheet N/A 

2.8: Beam stop within 30cm when out of 

water 

Opaque cap included stopping beam when ROV 

is out of the water. 

2.9: Beam stop painted flat black Beam stop is constructed of opaque black plastic. 

2.10: Laser is not focused, or deviates The laser beam is not focused. 

2.11: All team members at inspection 

have PPE 

Anti-UV laser safety glasses are worn by all 

team members during laser operation. 

Project Management 

Roles in the Company 
A significant reduction in our team size from sixteen members to seven meant each one of us has 

to take on multiple roles. The solution to this year's project management is to split everyone into 

five specialized technical departments. By doing so, it allows us to utilize everyone's strengths 

on appropriate tasks and correspond the skillsets of the individual to the different technical 

departments. The five technical departments are composed of structural engineers, mechanical 

engineers, electrical engineers, software engineers, and administrative team.  

Structural engineers specialized in collaborating with our mechanical and electrical engineers, 

whom optimize the strength and sizes of 3D designed components. They also planned out how 

everything was going to fit together. Our mechanical engineers were responsible for creating our 

horizontal claw, gearbox, and props used for practice. Our electrical engineers would wire the 

cameras and the internal electronic components. The software engineers would implement code, 

such as auto-stabilization for laser distance measurement, algorithms, and updated the control 

system for our ROV. And lastly, our administrative team would organize the priority of task 
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completion, plan meeting schedules that optimize each meeting's efficiency, created the technical 

documentation for both the regional and international competition. 

Our tactic of separating the team into five distinct technical departments allowed us to organize 

the team in such a way that it generates more productivity than previous years. Specific decisions 

are usually made within the corresponding technical department, while major decisions that 

associated with higher risk are always discussed amongst everyone with mentor inputs as a 

guidance. 

Time Management 

We held a weekly meeting of four hours, with the additional meetings as needed. We tried to 

maximize efficiency by sending emails that listed the tasks that need to be accomplished at the 

following meeting.  

Phases of Design 
We developed B-94 in two distinct phases, the first being the research phase. For over two 

months, we brainstormed and tested our ideas in prototypes. The second phase was following the 

requirements of a set of specific tasks to build our ROV in a more refined fashion that is also 

capable of completing tasks at the competition. 

Our research phase involved making 3D printed designs of various components and testing them 

on objects. For example, our multipurpose claw designs were 3D printed and operated on our 

props. 

The task phase used an Agile Scrum to list out a set of tasks. This began once we had decided on 

designs and set about creating more refined versions. For our frame, this was creating a high 

infilled version of each component. 

Organizing Components 
Keeping records of all the versions of our components in a correct order in the team's OneDrive 

was a must-do for us, as it minimizes chaos within the team. For the purpose of designing our 

ROV B-94, we used labels and different colors of PLA to indicate the different stages of the 

prototype. For examples, our prototype designs were printed with white PLA and the finalized 

version was printed in the team color which is black and yellow. This allowed easy separation 

between the different iteration of a certain component. Additionally, all tools used to construct 

B-94 is always returned to the correct places after each use to avoid missing items. 

Testing Finished ROV 
Our ROV B-94 is frequently tested within the team tank that allowed us to constantly check the 

waterproof ability of our main tube, the thruster power distribution, and ROV's neutral 

buoyancy. Additionally, we visited Canada Game Center and Nova Scotia Community College 

to test run our robot in a larger and deeper pool for B-94's waterproof ability and 

maneuverability, we also achieved the correct placements of the pool noodles on the tether to 

achieve neutral buoyant tether. 
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Challenges Faced and Lessons Learned 

Technical Challenge 
This year, our biggest challenge in a technical sense was the problem we encountered when 

creating the acoustic system. The most challenging part of the acoustic system is to have 

software that can convert bits to sounds and back to bits through a waterproofed, sound making 

device. Furthermore, we have to implement a Goertzel algorithm to differentiate various 

frequencies to filter out the background noise.  

Team Challenge 
Our biggest challenge in the team this year is to transition from previous year’s large team of 

sixteen to this year’s team of seven. 

Since the majority of the team members from previous year graduated from high school and 

moved into the Explorer category, our Ranger team members had clearly struggled at the 

beginning of this year. Many team members struggled initially from the lack of experience, 

manpower, and not able to solve some of the technical bits of the ROV that were relied on the 

now Explorer members.  

While at times the challenges could become difficult, in the end it has been a net positive 

experience for all of the Ranger team members. Overall, despite the challenges we encountered 

at the beginning of this year, eventually, we were able to adapt and grow accustomed to our new 

working schedule as well as learn and develop new skills. In the end, we believe the added 

pressure contributed additional motivation which fueled our winning ambitious to a higher level, 

resulting in the third consecutive year of winning regional competition and advancing to the 

MATE ROV international competition. 

Future Improvements 
- To have a better UI to better suit the need of the pilot. 
- We could use the expensive cable connectors made by SubConn to make the connection 

between our tether and main tube easier but were unable to access due to our budget. 
- We could use smaller, better-fitted gearboxes to reduce the size and weight of our future 

ROV. 
- We could use smaller video encoders to decrease the size of the internal electronic 

components of our ROV. 
- Improved power distribution to prevent disconnect from power spikes. 

Team Reflections 

Simon Qi 
Three years ago, I joined Nova Underwater Technologies solely based on the invitation from my 

friend. The first two years provided me countless learning opportunities, developed new skills 

and accumulated many wonderful experiences. During my third year, I displayed quality 

leadership skill, as the CEO, I learned how to effectively communicate ideas, address 

instructions, efficiently manage the progress and work seamlessly with fellow teammates, all of 

which will become valuable skills that will benefit me in the future. The MATE Underwater 

ROV competition has provided me many unforgettable, once in a lifetime experiences, some of 

the highlights include competing at the NASA’s Neutral Buoyancy Lab and Long Beach 
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California College. I am looking forward to incorporating my skills learned from robotics into 

my prospective profession and will continue to participate in any future robotics events. 

Yuhai Li 
This year is much more demanding than the year before. As most of the older members are in the 

Explorer team now, many of their responsibilities now fall on me. The main new responsibility is 

that I now work on the electronics. This has allowed me to gain an intuitive understanding of 

how they work. This new experience was enjoyable, even if it was difficult. 

Yuyang Li 
I was challenged much more this year than last year. The electronics core and the programming 

for the robot which was done by the older members of the team is now done by me and my 

brother. These new responsibilities have improved my skill in working with electronics and the 

sound release improved my knowledge of how electronics communicate. This new experience 

was enjoyable and prepared me for when I pursue a career in computer engineering after high 

school. 

JinHyuk Mo 
Two years ago, I joined Nova Underwater Technologies not knowing where it would lead to. 

The first year provided endless learning opportunities outside the traditional classroom, but this 

past one year, in particular, helped me identify my post-secondary goals. I learned how to 

properly apply liquid electrical tape and epoxy safely and work well with other people within my 

team and we had very pleasant team conversations and in turn, I believe that I gave my fellow 

teammates with giving advice and helping. But at the same time, I was inspired by my friend 

Matt on the explorer team who was the mechanical engineer and I decided to follow his 

footsteps. Therefore, I am looking forward to pursuing a career in mechanical engineering and 

will continue to be a part of any available robotics team. 

Warren Fisher 
For this year's MATE ROV competition I was tasked with being the safety officer, as well as co-

designing and modelling the frame for our ROV so that we can 3D print. Last year for our 3D 

model we designed the frame in Tinkercad due to the ease of use. This year we decided to switch 

to Autodesk Fusion 360 so that we could create a more complex and accurate model for our 

robot. It was a challenge to learn but now that I have learned how to use Fusion 360 more 

efficiently I can design pieces in a fraction of the time that it took to last year. In the future I am 

interested in becoming an Engineer of some sorts and this competition gives me a very good 

opportunity to learn and experience designing and iterating through a model to completion or 

failure. 

Ellis Keener-LaCroix 

This year I have learned a lot more about 3D modeling. Last year we used Tinkercad, which is a 

really simple CAD program. This year we used Fusion 360 which is a much more advanced 3D 

modeling tool, and is similar to most "advanced" CAD programs. I think the frame, which is 

what I worked on, is much more space efficient than last year due partly because of fusion 360. 

Which allowed us to make more complicated geometry, and party because of what I learned 

from last year's frame. 
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James Acres 
My time in the Halifax Nova Underwater Robotics team was an extraordinary experience. I 

discovered many new skills. For example, I learned how to make a neutrally buoyant tether. I 

also enjoyed the group conversation with my teammates. The discussion on various subjects is 

crucial to the overall development of our ROV, B-94. I was motivated to assist my team in 

distinct technical tasks, expanding my interest and widen my skill sets. I also played a huge part 

in putting the props together for our team to practice with and for our regional competition.  

Before I joined the robotics, I watched my current CEO, Simon Qi and my brother Liam Acres 

who is the CEO of the Explorer team that has become really close friends over the year as well 

as participated twice in the international competition. I hope I could return next year and 

continue to participate in robotics, learning knowledge from my teammates and friends. 
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Appendix: 

Estimated Budget 
Source        Amount  
Members 

Fee 
      $ 1629.17   

Expanses       
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Category Type Description/Examples Projected 
Cost 

Purchased 
Cost 

Re-Used 
Cost 

Hardware Purchased Main Tube Assembly $ 294 $ 294 - 
  Purchased Laptop $ 500 $ 500 - 

  Purchased PLA $ 75 $ 75 - 

  Purchased Blue Robotics tubes and extra or 
needed tools/hardware 

$ 300 $ 300 - 

Electronics Purchased Blue Robotics T100 Thrusters $ 952 $ 952 - 

  Purchased T100 Thruster Cores $ 160 $ 160 - 

  Purchased M100 Motor magnet arrays $ 140 $ 140 - 

  Purchased Electronic Speed Controllers $ 250 $ 250 - 

  Purchased Tether interface tube assembly $ 93 $ 93 - 

  Purchased Tenda adapters with tether signal line 
interface boards 

$ 117 $ 117 - 

  Purchased Voltage Regulators (5V/3V) $ 6 $ 6 - 

  Re-used SanDisk Ultra 32GB SD Card $ 13 - $ 13 

  Purchased Raspberry PI PWM HAT $ 51.36 $ 51.36 - 

  Re-used Raspberry PI 3 $ 30 - $ 30 

  Re-used GadgetSmyth Ethos Lite with cables $ 250 - $ 250 

  Re-used Camera tube assembly $ 86 - $ 86 

  Purchased Extra parts or electronics needed later 
in the year. 

$ 700 $ 700 - 

Sensors Purchased Cameras $ 96 $ 96 - 
  Purchased Bar30 High Resolution 300m 

Depth/Pressure Sensor 
$ 68 $ 68 - 

       

Totals   $ 4,181.36 $ 3,802.36 $ 379 

Income: $ 1,629.37     
Re-used:  $ 379     

New Parts 
to 

Purchase 
Estimate: 

$ 3,802.36      

Expenses 
Estimate: 

$ 4,181.36      

Fundraisin
g Needed:  

$ 2172.99      

 

The detailed cost of B-94 is shown below (re-used components are highlighted in red and not 

included within the total costs), then followed by the cost of the acoustic release of OBS and the 

combined costs of B-94 and acoustic OBS release.  

 

Cost of B-94 

Component for ROV (B-94) Price (USD) 

PLA 75 

GadgetSmyth Ethos Lite with cables 250 
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Raspberry PI 3 30 

Sandisk Ultra 32GB SD Card 13 

Tenda adapter with tether signal line interface board x 2 117 

Low-Light Analog Camera x 3 96 

Vivotek C Series VS8100-V2 D1 1-Channel Analog-to-Digital Video 

Server x 3 245 

Bar30 High-Resolution 300m Depth/Pressure Sensor 68 

Voltage Regulator (5V/5V/3V) x 3 6 

T100 Thruster x 8 952 

T100 Thruster Core x 2 160 

M100 Motor magnet array x 2 140 

Electronic Speed Controller x 10 250 

Main 11.75" tube assembly (11.75 tube, 2 O-ring flange, Clear Acrylic 

Cap, 15-hole Aluminum Cap, Vent) 294 

Tether interface tube assembly 93 

Camera tube assembly 86 

8mm Penetrator x 10 37.5 

6mm Penetrator x 4 12 

Blank Penetrator x 3 12 

Valve Penetrator x 3 24 

Gearbox assembly (2 1/4" shafts, 1 worm, 2 gears, 1 rack, 3 bearings, 

5 collars, 1 coupler, spacers, worm pin) x 2 160 

Laptop 500 

Pneumatic connector kit 19 

Buoyancy Foam Sheet x 1 34 

Ballast Weight x 6 54 
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Cost for Acoustic Release of OBS 

Component for Acoustic Release OBS Price (USD) 

Raspberry PI 3 30 

3" tube assembly (3" tube, 2 O-ring flange, Clear Acrylic Cap, 

Vent) 98 

Total Cost (USD) 118 

 

Combined Costs 

Combined Costs of B-94 and Acoustic Release OBS Price (USD) 

ROV (B-94) 3,407.50 

Acoustic Release OBS 118 

Total Cost (USD) 3,525.50 

 
The total cost of ROV is $3,407.50 USD and the total regional sponsorship we received is 

$1,551.80 USD. The deficit of $ 1,855.70 USD is covered by our International sponsor, Ace of 

Clouds. 

Regional Sponsorship Income 
We received $776.41 USD ($1,000 CAD) from Brilliant Labs, $388.00 USD ($500 CAD) from 

Lockheed Martin and $388.00 USD ($500 CAD) from Saint Mary’s University. 

Terminal Blocks & Jumpers 30 

Anderson & Bullet Connectors 10 

Screws/Bolts/Nuts (M2, M2.5, M3, #6, #8, 1/4") 30 

Epoxy 20 

Insulation rubber 5 

Total Cost 
USD = 3,407.50 

CAD = 4,373.82 
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International Travel Cost Estimates 
Booked flights for 7 team members and 1 

chaperone from YHZ to SEA 

$5,587.24 USD 

Booked Hotel (estimating exchange rate) $2,328.02 USD 

Booked 2 rental mini-vans (estimating 

exchange rate) 

$698.40 USD 

Gas (estimate) $140.00 USD 

Robot shipping (estimate) $155.00 USD 

Marketing poster print (estimate) $95.00 USD 

Total Estimates (USD) $9,003.66 USD 

These costs will be paid by a combination of sponsors (currently at $1552.82 USD) and team 

members. 

Community Spirit 
This year we shared tips and how-tos with other another team in the region to help them with 

their networking because we believe it will help sustain the competition in future years.  

What We Planned to Do  

We have planned to do an education session with local high school students who are interested in 

future careers in marine science or engineering. We also plan to go to the local collage - NSCC, 

to demonstrate our ROV B-94 on the Ocean Day Event to explain the process and hard work that 

went into the construction of B-94 and try to inspire more students to participate in the future 

MATE ROV competition. Lastly, we plan to arrange an interview with the local TV news to 

display our ROV to everyone. 

 

  


